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United States Pateiìt ”" 

tatoués _ _ 

__ _ _, FÀ'LKNGGUN __ __ 

Norman M. C_omell, shaker Heights; ohra, a?àHámld 
Gulickaiid Ñ'ernfL. Boven, Miami, Fla.,I assignors 

follie .GibsònvHoinan’s Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a 
corporation of Ohio t 

’The present invention relates to dispensers of the type 
generally knownp as ’calking fgu‘ns and >is most particularly 
adapted to a calking ’gun structure designed to be used 
with ‘interchangeable cartridges of calking material. 
The invention may employ a conventional calking 

vcartridge in the 4form of a paper, metal or plastic tube 
having at one end an ’internal cap_or sliding closure 
adaptedtoact as aplunger to extrude calking material 
_and at the other end a discharge ‘opening through which 
extrusion takes` place.V Frangible or ̀ removable >sealing 
vmeans is .provided at the discharge end 'of the cartridge 
so that _the cartridge forms a convenient shipping con 
‘taíner for calking material. ' _ _ __ _ 

_ A diiliculty encountered in the use ,of calking _gui-1s, 
Both designed to employ cartridges and those having a 
self-contained calking compound chamber; is that calking 
compound tends to contiriuefto ilow out the discharge 
end ofthe 'gun for a short time after _'gun actuation is 
discontinued. ~ This afterñow is the result of the defor; 
mation o'f the wall of the cartridge or lcalking Vcompound 
V’chamber during 'gun actuation due to the pressure to 
which the compound is subjected. The wall, in returning 
to its unstr’essed `>conformat‘ion when actuation is dis 
continued, pumps an additional unwanted increment of 
eompound through the discharge chamber. This action 
is augmented by whatever compressibility the calking 
compound ¿itself may have. ’Afterñ'ow of the calking 
compound is wasteful and “messy and therefore very’un 
desirable;` _ _ - ~ » 

>In attempts "to remedythe problem of afterñow, ’calking 
guns have been provided in which ‘the advancing _pusher 
"rod which-engages the plunger ’may _be disengaged >from 
"its 'manually actuated tdriviu‘g'g elements at the conclusion 
of gun actuation. Pressure in the cartridge or calking 
compound chamber is thus relieved to some extent in 
«that 'the `plunger may be pushed back by the compound 
as the walls of theyca'r‘tridge 'or 'chamber Areturn to their 
normal ‘position-_ This arrangement somewhat .reduces 
the amount of afterñow. It does not, however, .eliminate 
afterñow because, ’at the tsame time th'e calking corn 
pound îexpa'nds; backward aga-iust vvthe plunger, it also 
'expands forward through the 'discharge opening. 

The object of the present invention is to provide a 
calking gun of simple and inexpensive construction which 
is adapted to _completely and. positively eliminate the 
roccurrence of _afterflow following "gun operation. Our 
invention involves the provision of a plunger _actuating 
rod which may be advanced by a _manual’s'queeze mech 
arii'srnV and may also bey retractedfby either va manual 
squeeze or ~spring operated îlrive and yet which is adapted 
Áto Sposi-tively engage the blank wall presented by a car 
tridge 'plunger Aso that 'the plungeris 4positively ‘actuated 
in whatever direction, advancing or_r_e_tracting,__the 'actuat 
fing rod maybedriven. _The__elimination _of afterilow by 
'positive .bi-_directional 'actuation .Coupled _with _the >adori 
-tion__ of _Such-positive actuation to» çallsiggeuns. _ofthe 
_cartridge midrange _tags-ther Bessie@ 11%.@ Prie 
vision of a dispenser “structure which has Yail “the con 
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venience Ofacartr-idge loaded gun _but which eliminates 
»the occurrence of afterflow'. The elimination of after 
ñow through the bi-directional actuation feature is also 
yof distinct advantage __ in calking gunjs and other dis~ 
pensers not of the cartridge loading type. _ 

Other objectsand advantages of the invention will ap 
pear inthe following specification and accompanying 
drawings 4in which: _ _ 

Figure 1 is a top view, partially in section, of a calking 
gun embodying theinventionp _ 

Figure 2 is a sectional side view taken on line 2_2 
ofFigure3. _ _ ,__ _. _ _ __ 

Figure 3 is a sectional end view taken on line 3-3 of 
FigureZ. _ 

Figure 4 is a sectional end view taken on l-ine 4'-4 of 
Figure 2. _ _ __ _ 

_ Figure 5 is a side View of the grip portion of the gun 
illustrated in Figures l-4. _ _ 

Figure 6 is a yView similar to the upper right hand 
portion o_f Figure Zand showing the parts in an alter 
native operative position. _ _ 

Figure 7 is a side view, Apartially in section, of a_ca1king 
gun similar to the 'one illustrated in Figures 1-6 but em 
bodying certain additional structural features, which fea 
tures may be either alternative _or supplemental to certain 
elements of the A~gun structure iilustrated in Figures 1_6. 

Figure 8 is a view similar to the upper right hand 
portion of Figure 7 and ‘showing the parts ’after they 
have been spring-retracted from the »position shown in 
Figure 7. _ _ 

Figure 9 illustrates an alternative form of >push-pull 
coupling. _ 

' The illustrated calking gun is designed to be used with 
calking compound cartridges which are inserted in the 
holder or _bail 10 'and discharge out the end 11. The 
discharge end_of each calking compound cartridge 12 
may have a plugged discharge spout whichfis unplugged 
when the gun »is used or it may contain a sealing dia 
phragm which is ruptured either by insertion in the gun 
lor‘by the pressure which resultswhen the g‘un is actuated. 
Other arrangements may be employed so vthat ea‘ch car 
tridge ‘12 remains sealed until it is actually used in the 
gun. . _ -_ _ _ _ _ 

Calking compound cartridges are generally in the form 
of a paperboard, metal or plasticsleeve 'and include a 
sliding plunger or thin stamped metal flanged diaphragm 
1_3_designed to beengaged by the gun actuating rod or 
ratchet bar 14 and _thus to be displaced along the cartridge 
to forcethe compound 'out the dischargeoriñce. Before 
luse of the cartridge, the plunger 1_3 serves as a seal or 
closure 'for the end of the cartridge opposite to the dis 
charge end. ` _ _ _ 

._ The gunactuating rod or ratchet bar 14 has oppositely 
disposed upper and lower 'ratchet teeth 16 and 17 and 
smooth cylindrical sides 15. The _ratchet bar extends 
through a body portion integral with ~the grip handle 22 
:and I_terminates in 'a'hooked handle end_4_0. The _cartridge 
holder or bail 1_() is also fixed to this body portion'. An 
actuating lever _20 is pivoted _at 21 to the handle grip 2_2. 
Pivotallyl mounted _on the lever 20 _is an actuating pawl 
_23 4and _a return _pawl 26.A As illustrated, bot_h_these 
=pawls vare constrained by suitable wire springs 2_5__to move 
in a clockwise o_r ratchet engaging direction relative to 
_the actuatinglever _20. A holding pawl 24 _ispivotedon 
the grip body y22 and is alsospring urged intoconstant 
_engagement with the ratchetbar 14. A large spring 27 
urgesthe _actuatinglever10:iîsßpenngsiti~0n~_ _ -_ 

_ A pawl-shifting sleeve 30 ̀is movable between forward 
andrear. positions lby the latch arm 31. The latch arm 
31 may be engaged 'in it'sforyvàrd and rear positions 'iii 
_thec'atches 32 formed in tliewall _of _the ‘grip body/_§22 A"at 
'the yends Iof Ythe large latch arm slot '33. Thesleeve 30 
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is shown» in its rear position in Figure 2. In this position the return pawl 26A is held out of engagement with the. .r 

ratchet bar 14. When the sleeve 30 is shifted to its 
forward position, the return pawl 26 rises into engage 
ment and the driving pawl 23 and holding pawl 24 are 
lifted out of engagement with the ratchet bar 14. Thus, 
with the sleeve in the position shown in Figure 2, actua 
tion of the arm 20 will intermittently advance the bar 14 
to discharge the calking compound in the cartridge 12, 
the holding pawl 24 preventing return of the bar after 
each advancement. With the sleeve in the position 
shown in Figure 6, actuation of the arm 20 will retract 
the bar 14 through engagement of the pawl 26. 
Numerous cartridge-type calking guns have previously 

been provided which include an intermittent grip or 
ratchet feed to discharge the gun. However, as pre 
viously pointed out, when these guns were actuated to 
build up pressure in the cartridge and to discharge calking 
compound, the cartridge walls were deformed outwardly. 
Upon conclusion of a given calking operation, the 
walls tended to return to their normal shape and, in doing 
so, drove out an additional unwanted afterflow of com 
pound. In an attempt to solve this problem, pressure 
relief areas were provided so that the cartridge plunger 
actuating rod was relieved of all driving engagement. 
The pressure in the cartridge was thus relieved partially 
by backward movement of the actuating bar. However, 
this pressure still tended to further relieve itself by some 
afterñow out the gun orifice. 
We have positively eliminated afterñow by the pro 

vision for a slight positive backward movement of the 
actuating bar and cartridge plunger at the conclusion of 
a given calking operation. 
As will be understood from the drawings, the arrange 

ment of the pawls 23, 24 and 26 and the circular cross 
section of the ratchet bar 14 enables the ratchet bar to 
be manually rotated about its axis by use of the hooked 
handle end 40. The possible rotation of the ratchet bar 
enables it to be displaced quickly in either direction when 
desired. This free rotation may also be utilized in con 
junction with an interlock between the ratchet bar 14 
and the cartridge plunger 13, engagement and disengage 
ment of the interlock being functions of the relative 
rotative positions of the bar and plunger. Thus, for 
example, cooperating flanges may be provided on the 
bar and plunger to constitute a bayonet fastening en 
gageable and disengageable by relative rotation. Alter 
natively, the illustrated threaded screw end 41 may be 
provided on the plunger-engaging end of the ratchet bar 
14. After insertion of a fresh cartridge in the gun, the 
ratchet bar is manually thrust forward so that the tip of 
the screw end 41 slightly penetrates the thin wall of the 
plunger 13. The ratchet bar is thereupon rotated to 
thread the plunger 13 up into ñrm engagement with the 
backing plate 42 provided adjacent the forward end of 
the ratchet bar. 

Other couplings, such as the coupling illustrated in 
Figure 9, may be employed for push-pull engagement 
between the bar and plunger. In the coupling illustrated 
in Figure 9, a wedging pin 45 replaces the screw tip 41. 
A notch near the base of the wedging pin 45 has a 
steeply pitched forward side or shoulder 46. After in 
sertion of a cartridge in the gun, the ratchet bar is ad 
vanced either by actuating the lever 20 or by pushing 
forward the handle 40. The plunger diaphragm 13 is 
thereupon pierced and its center portion is also deflected 
slightly forward by the pin 45. Upon full penetration, 
the deflection of the plunger diaphragm is relieved by 
the base notch so that the diameter of the opening 
pierced in the diaphragm becomes slightly less than the 
diameter of the outer periphery of the shoulder 46. En 
gagement between the backing plate 42 and the plunger 
diaphragm 13 advances the plunger diaphragm upon 
further advance of the ratchet bar 14.V Engagement 
between the plunger diaphragm` and the steeply pitched 
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shoulder 46 retracts the plunger diaphragm upon re 
tractionof_.theratchet bar._1,4.Í After thecompound 
within the cartridge 12 is exhausted, the operator fully 
retracts the ratchet bar and upon engagement of the 
plunger with an end trim ring 18 (see Figure 1) on the 
rear open end of the cartridge or, if there is no such ring, 
with the bail flange 19, the. central portion of the plunger 
diaphragm will be dellected rearwardly by the shoulder 
46 (see Figure 1) and thereupon withdrawal and release 
of the pin 45 will occur._ » ` , l » 

It will be noted that the returnpawl 26 has no corre 
sponding holding pawl. A holding pawl corresponding 
with pawl 26 may be provided but such a holding pawl is 
not necessary for return movement because that degree 
of movement obtained by engagement and driving of one 
lower ratchet tooth 17 is fully adequate to obtain positive 
and complete relief of pressure in the cartridge. Thus, 
the operator at the conclusion of the calking operation 
flips the sleeve 30 from its rear to its forward position 
and actuates the lever 20 only once to effectively prevent 
aftertlow. The sleeve 30 is, of course, returned to its 
rearward position before subsequent calking operations 
are performed. 
A number of variations in specific structural features 

of our calking gun construction may be made without 
departing from the scope of the invention. For instance, 
positive plunger return and pressure relief may be ac 
complished through the provision of a spring loaded 
return drive which may either merely supplement or 
entirely replace and improve upon the return pawl 26. 
As illustrated in Figures 7 and 8, such a spring loaded 
return drive may take the form of a relatively heavy 
spring strip 50 aflixed at its lower end to the rear Wall 
of the handle grip 22 and extending upwardly into the 
path of the ratchet teeth 17. Upon advance of the ratchet 
bar 14 the spring strip 50 is deflected by each successive 
passing tooth 17. Spacing between the strip 50 and the 
holding pawl 24 is such that when the holding pawl is 
fully engaged in a valley between two of the upper ratchet 
teeth 16, the strip 50 is approaching its point of greatest 
deflection by the lower ratchet tooth 17 with which it is 
in engagement, as shown in Figure 7. Thus, upon re 
lease of the pawl 24 by actuation of the latch arm 31 
at the. conclusion of a calking operation, the ratchet bar 
14 will be automatically retracted a short distance by the 
spring strip 50 independently of any actuation by a 
return pawl (see Figure 8). During loading when it is 
desired to rotate the ratchet bar 14, any binding caused 
by the spring strip 50 can be obviated by pressing in 
wardly on this strip through an opening 51 in the rear 
wall of the body portion 22. The ratchet bar 14 will 
remain free to be quickly advanced or retracted through 
use of the hook handle portion 15. 

Other variations in the specific structural features of 
the invention we have disclosed (such as the substitution 
of alternate types of intermittent grip drives) may sug 
gest themselves to those familiar with calking guns or 
similar manually operated dispensers. Accordingly, our 
invention is not to be limited to our specific disclosure 
but is to be defined solely by the scope of the following 
claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A calking gun adapted to employ calking corn 

pound cartridges each having a slidable plunger wall, said 
calking gun comprising a gun body, means fixed to said 
body to receive a calking compound cartridge, a ratchet 
bar having oppositely disposed longitudinally extending 
upper and lower ratchet teeth and a circular transverse 
cross-section, said bar being slidably mounted on said 
gun body, a tapered portion terminating in a point at one 
end of said bar whereby, when a cartridge is mounted in 
said gun, said bar may be thrust toward said plunger wall 
to cause said wall to be pierced by said tapered pointed 
means and said rod may thereupon be advanced into push 
pull engagement with said plunger wall, said body in 
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cluding a pistol-grip portion, a lever pivoted on said body 
and spring-urged away from said pistol-grip portion where 
by said pistol-grip portion and said lever define a squeeze 
grip, the pivotal axis of said lever passing transversely 
through said bar whereby points on a tirst portion of said 
lever below said pivotal axis move in a direction relative 
to said bar opposite to the direction in which points on a 
second portion of said lever above said pivotal axis move 
relative to said bar, a driving pawl pivoted to said lever 
on said second lever portion and spring-urged into engage 
ment with said upper ratchet teeth, a holding pawl pivoted 
to said body portion above said ratchet bar and spring 
urged into engagement with said upper ratchet teeth, a re 
turn pawl pivoted to said lever on said first lever portion 
and spring-urged into engagement with said lower ratchet 
teeth, a sleeve on said bar, an arm fixed to said sleeve 
and extending to one side of said gun body, said sleeve 
being movable by pressure on said arm to a first position 
to hold said driving pawl and said holding pawl out of 
engagement with said upper ratchet teeth and to a second 
position to hold said return pawl out of engagement with 
said lower ratchet teeth, said ratchet bar and plunger wall 
being thereby intermittently advanced by actuation of 
said squeeze grip When said sleeve is in said second posi 
tion and being retracted by actuation of said squeeze grip 
when said sleeve is in said first position. 

2. In a dispensing device for plastic matter, a dispenser 
body including a hand grip portion, an actuating lever mov 
able relative to said grip portion, an actuating bar extending 
through said dispenser body and reciprocable in pushing 
and pulling piercing engagement with a manually pierce 
able plunger member adapted to move through a chamber 
initially filled with said plastic matter, means supporting 
said chamber on said dispenser body, selective control 
means, manually driven means to intermittently advance 
said actuating bar and plunger member upon actuation of 
said actuating lever when said selective control means 
is in a first position and means to retract said actuating 
bar and plunger member when said selective control means 
is in a second position. 

3. A dispensing device as defined in claim 2 in which 
said means to retract comprises a manually driven intermit 
tent grip retracting drive, said means to intermittently ad 
vance being engaged with said actuating bar and said in 
termittent grip retracting device being disengaged from 
said actuating bar in said first position of said selective 
control means, said means to intermittently advance being 
disengaged from said actuating bar and said intermittent 
grip retracting drive being engaged with said actuating 
bar in said second position of said selective control means. 

4. A dispensing device as defined in claim 2 in which 
said means to intermittently advance said actuating bar 
includes a disengageable holding grip member normally 
urged into engagement with said actuating bar to hold 
said bar in positions to which it is advanced, said means 
to retract comprising spring means biased by advance of 
said actuating bar and adapted to return to unbiased posi 
tion and thereby retract said actuating bar upon release of 
said bar from said holding grip member. 

5. A calking gun adapted to employ calking compound 
cartridges each having a slidable manually pierceable 
plunger wall, said calking gun comprising a gun body, 
means ñxed to said body to support a calking compound 
cartridge, an actuating rod slidably mounted on said body, 
one end of said rod being disposed toward the manuallyV 
pierceable plunger wall of a gun supported calking com 
pound cartridge, pointed means at said one end of said 
rod whereby, when a cartridge is mounted, said rod may 

Ul 

be thrust toward said plunger wall to cause said wall to 
be pierced by said pointed means and said rod may there 
upon be advanced into push-pull engagement with said 
plunger wall, manually operated intermittent grip means 
mounted on said body to intermittently advance said rod 
upon actuation of a squeeze grip lever, said squeeze grip 

` lever being mounted for pivotal movement relative to said 
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body, means carried on said body to lift said intermittent 
grip means from holding engagement with said rod, and 
means carried on said body to retract said rod upon lifting 
of said intermittent grip means from holding engagement 
with said rod. 

6. A calking gun adapted to employ calking compound 
cartridges each having a slidable manually pierceable 
plunger wall, said calking gun comprising a gun body, 
means fixed to said body to support a calking compound 
cartridge, an actuating rod slidably mounted on said body, 
one end of said rod being disposed toward the manually 
pierceable plunger wall of a gun supported calking com 
pound cartridge, pointed means at said one end of said 
rod whereby, when a cartridge is mounted, said rod may be 
thrust toward said plunger wall to cause said Wall to be 
pierced by said pointed means and said rod may thereupon 
be advanced into push-pull engagement with said Wall, 
selective control means carried on said body, manually 
operated intermittent grip means mounted on said body 
to intermittently advance said rod upon actuation of a 
squeeze grip lever when said selective control means is in 
a first position, said squeeze grip lever being mounted for 
pivotal movement relative to said body, and means carried 
on said body to retract said rod upon moving said selec 
tive control means to a second position. 

7. A manually operated device for dispensing calking 
compound from a chamber through which moves a 
manually pierceable compound-expelling plunger com 
prising a body adapted to mount said chamber, an actuat 
ing rod slidable relative to said body and carried on said 
body, one end of said actuating rod having coupling 
means for manual advancement into piercing push-pull 
engagement with said plunger, manually operable inter 
mittent grip drive means mounted on said body to inter» 
mittently advance said actuating rod to push said plunger, 
withdrawing means mounted on said body and engageable 
with said actauting rod to retract said actuating rod upon 
disengagement of said intermittent grip drive means from 
said actuating rod, and grip lifting means carried on said 
body to selectively engage and disengage said intermittent 
grip drive means and said actuating rod. 

8. A manually operated device for dispensing viscous 
matter from a chamber through which moves a manually 
pierceable matter-expulsing plunger comprising a body 
adapted to mount said chamber, an actuating rod slidable 
relative to said body, one end of said actuating rod having 
means for pierceably engaging said plunger both for push 
ing and pulling of said plunger, manually operable inter 
mittent grip drive means mounted on said body to inter 
mittently advance said actuating rod to push said plunger, 
withdrawing means mounted on said body and engageable 
with said actuating rod to retract said actuating rod upon 
disengagement of said intermittent grip drive means from 
said actuating rod, and grip lifting means carried on said 
body to selectively engage and disengage said intermittent 
grip drive means and said actuating rod. 
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